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Resumo 

Os sistemas de ecrãs públicos estão a tornar-se cada vez mais complexos. O atual modelo 

fechado está a ser substituído por um modelo aberto e interativo onde os utilizadores podem não 

só visualizar os conteúdos mas também interagir direta ou indiretamente com os ecrãs, os 

gestores dos ecrãs podem facilmente personalizar o conteúdo mostrado adicionando ou 

removendo aplicações e os programadores podem criar e distribuir aplicações globalmente para 

serem usadas em qualquer ecrã público. 

O que atualmente se verifica na maior parte dos ecrãs é que a reprodução de conteúdos é 

realizada de forma cíclica ou aleatória baseando-se num horário pré-definido em que é dado a 

cada aplicação um certo intervalo de tempo para mostrar o seu conteúdo. Este tipo de 

abordagem limita a flexibilidade do ecrã, uma vez que, é necessário saber a priori o tempo para 

executar os conteúdos corretamente e, pouco a pouco, vai tornando-se desatualizada com o 

aparecimento de ecrãs interativos mais complexos. O desenvolvimento de ecrãs públicos precisa 

de ser acompanhado pelo aparecimento de sistemas de escalonamento de conteúdos mais 

flexíveis. 

Assim, desenvolvemos um novo modelo de gestão de aplicações para ecrãs públicos capaz 

de suportar aplicações mais ricas e gerir os recursos disponíveis de uma forma mais eficiente. 

Para isso, foi inicialmente definida uma lista de funcionalidades que acreditamos serem capazes 

de ultrapassar algumas das limitações dos ecrãs atuais e suportar os requisitos dos ecrãs 

públicos futuros: a capacidade das aplicações carregarem o seu conteúdo antes de serem 

mostradas, a possibilidade de negociar tempo extra antes de serem retiradas do ecrã de modo a 

acabarem a apresentação do seu conteúdo, a capacidade de aplicações parar pedir tempo de 

antena ou pedirem para serem retiradas do ar e a capacidade do sistema de pausar e resumir 

aplicações rapidamente. Partindo dessa lista e da análise de como a gestão de aplicações é feita 

noutras plataformas computacionais, propusemos um novo ciclo de vida para aplicações de 

ecrãs públicos capaz de suportar todos os pré-requisitos. 

O resultado final foi a criação de uma framework, desenvolvida na forma de uma extensão 

para o Google Chrome, que implementa um modelo de escalonamento para o ciclo de vida 

proposto. As avaliações finais demostraram que a nossa abordagem é plausível, sendo uma 

possível solução para o desenvolvimento de sistemas de ecrãs públicos capazes de suportar as 

necessidades futuras de utilizadores, gestores e criadores de aplicações de ecrãs públicos. 



 

Abstract 

Digital public display systems are becoming increasingly complex. They are moving from 

closed systems to open interactive systems where users can not only watch the played content 

but also directly or indirectly interact with them, owners can easily customize the displayed 

content by adding and removing applications and developers can create and distribute 

applications that can be used in any display. This shift needs to be accompanied by more 

flexible and powerful application management.  

What currently occurs in most public displays is that the content is displayed cyclically or 

randomly based on a pre-set schedule where each content is given a certain amount of time. 

This traditional approach limits the flexibility of public displays since it is necessary to know in 

advance the amount of time to properly execute the content and is gradually becoming obsolete 

as the public displays move to the more complex envisioned scenario. The development of 

public displays requires that the management of content in such devices is made in a more 

complete and flexible way. 

Therefore, we developed a public display system capable of supporting richer applications 

and manage the available resources more effectively. We initially defined a list of design goals 

that we believe will address several observed shortcomings of the current displays and will 

support some requirements of future displays: the capability of applications to load their 

resources before going to the foreground, the possibility to negotiate extra time before leaving 

the screen in order to finish the presentation of content, develop tools for applications to request 

or relinquish display time for themselves and finally enable the system to quickly pause and 

resume applications. We then analyzed how other existing computing platforms deal with 

similar issues and we proposed a runtime lifecycle for interactive public display applications 

that met all our initial requirements. 

The result was the development of a complete framework developed as a Chrome 

Extension supporting the proposed runtime lifecycle model for interactive public display 

applications. The final results showed that our approach is feasible and a possible solution to the 

creation of advanced public displays that support the future users, owners and developer’s 

needs. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Context 

Digital public displays are increasingly common and are naturally invading our everyday 

life. The decreasing price of hardware and the development of associated technologies are the 

main responsible for the visible growth, making public displays more and more common and 

likely to be found in places like shopping centers, coffees, universities, hospitals or even in the 

middle of the street.  

Digital public displays are seen as the next communication medium, with the same 

potential impact on society that mobile phones or the television had some years ago. But to 

achieve that, public displays need to move from the current closed model to a new open one, 

allowing a wide range of contributions to improve their maturation and development (Davies et 

al. 2012). 

Through the years a lot of research has been done in this field contributing to the 

implementation and development of new interaction techniques using, for instance, a 

smartphone or simply hand gestures (Gang Ren, Chuan Li, Eamonn O’Neill); in the creation of 

frameworks to help create public display applications (J. C. S. Cardoso and José 2012); in the 

study of multiple applications displays (Lindén et al. 2012); in the definition of a possible 

application store (Clinch et al. 2012).  

We notice that despite the evolution of public display applications, interactions and tools 

the schedulers, responsible for the general management of displays, are not growing at the same 

pace. 
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1.2 Motivation 

What currently occurs in most public displays is that the displayed content is based on a 

pre-defined timetable where each content is given a certain amount of time. When the airtime is 

over, the application is immediately unloaded and the next content is pushed to the foreground. 

This traditional model still fulfill current public displays needs because most present 

applications are not interactive, and therefore it’s possible to determine in advance the time they 

need to properly execute. In this type of systems, the display is usually busy with one 

application at a time and applications are simply instantiated and killed by the system according 

to the timetable. 

However, this approach will become obsolete as public displays move to the more 

complex envisioned scenario where they become part of a wide open network where users 

cannot only watch the played content, but also interconnect their devices and directly interact 

with applications, owners can customize their displays with rich interactive applications and 

developers can create and distribute applications globally that can be used in any display. 

In such environments, display systems must be prepared to manage an increasing number 

of applications in a more flexible and unanticipated way. For instance, imagine an interactive 

video application where users can somehow select videos to play next. Before displaying 

another application, the display system should make sure the video is allowed to finish in order 

not to disturb the viewing experience. Other applications, such as “background” applications, 

may require display time in response to asynchronous events such as user interactions or any 

internal event. For example, an application may wish to briefly display a calendar notification 

only when a specific user or group of users, who subscribed to those calendar notifications, are 

present. In these situations, the currently displayed application that is about to be interrupted 

should be able to quickly resume operation after the notification. A more detailed analysis of the 

challenges of content scheduling in open display networks can be found in (Elhart et al. 2013). 

The type of environment requires display systems to function more as operating systems, 

and it also requires a specific application framework that defines a more fine-grained runtime 

lifecycle. This will allow a better display resource management just like we have in other 

platforms. For example, the Android platform defines a rich runtime application lifecycle that 

breaks down all the possible states and transitions between states of an application from the time 

it is loaded into memory and started, to the time it is shut down and removed from memory. 

This break down of possible states allows application programmers and system to negotiate the 

resources that an application needs in each state, guaranteeing an efficient usage of those 

resources on the one hand, and rapid application switching and loading, on the other hand. For 

example, an application may be paused if another application comes to the foreground (e.g., 

because the user requested another application), stopping animations and other CPU consuming 

operations and save its state to persistent storage (because paused applications may be destroyed 

by the system if it needs memory). When the application is resumed, it can start the animations 
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again. It is easy to imagine that display systems will need this kind of resource management 

when the number of applications that each display handles grows. 

1.3 Goals and objectives 

The main goal is to create a complete framework capable of supporting richer and flexible 

applications and managing the available resources more effectively. We have divided this 

generic goal in a set of more specific requirements presented below. 

 

A. Application loading  

In most of the current scenarios, the environment loads and immediately displays the 

application. Therefore, when applications have noticeable loading time, designers usually 

address this issue by displaying a splash screen or loading indicator. 

Loading times may be, in some cases, avoidable or reduced by leveraging on caching 

techniques, but they are not generally solvable. Many applications, particularly web-based 

applications, have to set up communication channels with their own servers and with external 

services. These initialization processes may be hard to circumvent to give users the impression 

of instant loading. 

Masking applications loading times is an important functionality to provide a better time 

management: an application loading time could be used to display the previous content a bit 

longer avoiding long and useless transitions between applications. It also contribute to keep 

passerby interested and connected to the display providing a clean and faster interface. 

Our goal is to create a display system that efficiently manages the screen in these situations 

by assigning display time only when the application is ready to display useful content. 

 

B. Graceful termination 

Interactive applications have no intrinsic duration that display owners can use when setting 

up their display’s schedule. The result is that applications may be assigned an arbitrary time slot 

for running and for some applications, this results in a suboptimal user experience because they 

are sometimes interrupted in the middle of an important operation. Applications should be able 

to negotiate extra display time before leaving the screen to save data or finish smoothly 

avoiding abrupt endings and cuts. 

The interactive video player that lets users search/select videos to play next is a 

paradigmatic example. If the video duration is bigger than the pre-defined runtime of the 

application, the video will be interrupted by the next content representing an obvious failure for 

users. 
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Our goal is to allow applications to, within system-defined bounds, request additional 

display time to finish an import operation or process. Obviously, these requests may not be 

honored by the system if another content with higher priority needs display time. 

 

C. Forced unloading, pausing and resuming  

Another issue we noticed in interactive applications was the difficulty of running proper 

finishing processes before the application is terminated. Usually, applications are simply 

unloaded from the browser component without any warning and this results in added difficulty 

for the application to save state and terminate connections in a proper manner.  

Although standard web events could be used in this case, they would still be very 

dependent on the concrete implementation of the player (some players assign browser tabs to 

applications, others reuse a single tab). Additionally, in some situations it is more efficient to 

pause and resume an application instead of unloading and reloading it again in the future. For 

example, if an alert must be displayed, the interrupted application probably does not need to be 

unloaded, but simply taken to a paused state where it stops most activity, until the alert is 

removed from the display. 

Our goal is to support application termination, pausing, and resuming. The system should 

allow applications to terminate properly if the application is to be killed. Additionally, 

applications should be able to quickly resume operation if they are interrupted by the system, 

without having to be completely loaded again. 

 

D. Application-requested loading and unloading  

Another problem faced by interactive applications for public displays is that they usually 

have no way to request display time by themselves, or to relinquish the display if they have no 

possibility to continue. Although some public display players do allow unanticipated content to 

be displayed, this usually requires manual intervention. For instance, consider “background” 

applications that aren’t included in the beforehand programmed schedule but instead are 

running in the background popping up when triggered.  

Ideally, applications should be able to request display time in order to display short-term 

notifications. Conversely, applications that find themselves in a situation where they can no 

longer continue to execute (e.g., because a fundamental resource could not be loaded) should be 

able to inform the display system and relinquish the display. Obviously, this requires additional 

management policies on the display system to guarantee that applications do not misbehave and 

take over the display. 

Our goal is to support this kind of operation, allowing display applications to request 

display time for short periods, and to give up the display time if they are unable to continue 

operating. This will contribute to the main assumption that a display should always be showing 

some content, otherwise it will be useless.  

To achieve the listed goals, we defined three main objectives: 
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1. Propose a runtime lifecycle model for public display applications – we started 

by analyzing how applications behave and are managed on existing computing 

platforms (mobile, desktop and web) and based on the gathered data we propose a 

new lifecycle for public display applications that addresses the identified goals; 

2. Instantiate the model on a web platform – we developed the public display 

application manager system as a Google Chrome extension supporting the 

identified runtime lifecycle; 

3. Evaluate the model and the implementation – after the development, we created 

applications to test the system reliability and performance and we conducted 

experiences with third-party developers to identify the learnability to use our 

system and lifecycle to successfully create a public display application. 

During the development of this dissertation a paper (Perpétua, Cardoso, and Oliveira 

2014) was written and submitted to an international conference, with the partial work 

accomplished by that date. 

1.4 Dissertation structure 

Apart from the Introduction, this dissertation contains five other chapters. Chapter 2 is 

used to present related work. Chapter 3 presents the results of an extensive analysis to existing 

computing platforms to understand how they manage their applications. Chapter 4 presents a 

detailed description of the proposed runtime lifecycle for public display applications. Chapter 5 

is dedicated to describe implementation details of the system. Chapter 6 describes the results of 

the evaluation and reflections about the implemented system. Chapter 7 is dedicated to the 

conclusions and future work. 

 





 

Chapter 2 

State of Art 

Before going through the analysis of the related work, it is important to notice that there 

are several types of public displays available in the current days and that our work will be 

focused in only part of them. 

We can divided displays in big groups depending on the feature observed. For instance, we 

can divide displays as interactive or non-interactive. Interactive displays allow passerby to 

interact and trigger actions by interacting directly (touch or gestures) or indirectly (using a 

smartphone, for instance) with the display. Non-interactive displays are most of time used to 

display a list of content in deprived interactions screens usually found in unreachable locations, 

for instance, big screens on the middle of the street, small televisions inside the subway, etc. 

Within the category of interactive screens we find those who allow multiple users to interact 

with it simultaneously (Izadi, Brignull, and Rodden 2003), enhancing collaboration and 

cooperative sharing.   

It is also possible to divide public displays according to the number of applications they 

support or the running environment. Although some screens have only one application running, 

it is increasingly common to have displays with multiple applications available (Lindén et al. 

2012). Running environment can vary from proprietary hardware to any type of web browser. 

The latter are becoming more common with successful case studies (Taivan et al.) and available 

web platforms allowing us to assert that web-based public displays are reliable, therefore 

opening up the range of options. 

The focus of this dissertation will be web-based public displays capable of running 

multiple applications. 

Following, we present an extensive analysis to related work. The information was gathered 

by reading research papers with the same focus or using a hands-on approach installing 

platforms, analyzing its performance and specifications and reading the available 

documentation. Each of the following sections relates to one analyzed platform. Note that some 
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displays were developed in a research environment and do not have a name. In that cases, we 

refer to it by using the name of the authors and the date. 

2.1 Lancaster e-Campus system 

Many public display content players/ content schedulers have been implemented by 

researchers and industry. Dating back between 2005 and 2006 a lot of tests were made at 

Lancaster University Campus (Storz, Friday, and Davies 2006) in order to test the management 

of content in a network of public displays. The installed system consisted of a broad number of 

indoor and outdoor displays, capable of supporting pre-defined and static content, as well as, 

interactive and dynamic content. 

The design of the existing system resulted of an iterative process comprising three 

technology probes and the final result was a Python based implementation capable of running 

on Mac OS and Linux and an API providing developers tools to create new applications to 

control the network. The main idea behind the system was pretty simple: content creators used 

the system to create “channels” of content while display owners subscribed theirs display to the 

“channels”. The system was then responsible to create a schedule using all subscribed 

“channels”. 

Despite being the main signage infrastructure for many years in the Campus, the authors 

pointed out some flaws like the lack of off-line support, the difficulty of pre-fetching content 

mainly because the system received instructions on a per content item basis and the extremely 

sensibility to network interruptions leading to blank screens or “stuck” displays. 

Their efforts back in 2005 were focused in the creation of a futuristic prototype based on 

the forecasts at the time, being the most difficult to define a reliable software infrastructure to 

support the network. They have anticipated possible future scenarios where displays would have 

the ability to select content and adapt themselves automatically to the surroundings (Ribeiro and 

José 2010; Ribeiro and José 2010a), technologies like mobile phones or Bluetooth could be used 

to interact with the displays (José et al. 2008; Davies et al. 2009) and networks of displays that 

could reproduce content sequentially or simultaneously in various locations. Nowadays, it is 

possible to find prototypes for almost all envisioned scenarios. 

2.2 Yarely 

Yarely (Clinch et al. 2013) was developed to replace the existing software infrastructure of 

the Lancaster e-Campus system. With the previous installation on Lancaster University 

Campus, the authors were able to identify weaknesses and they recently proposed a completely 

fresh and innovative version for the network of screens.  
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Yarely uses a subscription management system where each display node receives a content 

descriptor set that lists the content that the player should play and how it should be scheduled. It 

also supports caching of content items so that displays still function under network failures and 

disconnections. Even though Yarely is a very powerful software player, capable of running 

native content, it is still geared towards passive content that is scheduled consecutively and 

where the content length can be known a priori. Yarely supports dynamic schedule changes that 

allow it to display unforeseen content such as emergency broadcasts, but it does not provide any 

specific support for interrupted content to be resumed. 

2.3 F.Ribeiro and R.José (2010) 

(Ribeiro and José 2010b) place public displays as the main element of Ambient 

Intelligence, that is interfaces that are capable to proactively react to the people around. The 

authors consider that the current failure of the devices comes from the limitation of available 

contents and the incapacity to draw the attention. The solution would be the scheduling of 

content using the tag cloud concept. The tags could be pre-defined or suggested by users around 

the display so, the displayed content would be temporal-spatial dependent providing added 

value to users. 

The developed system is capable of detecting Bluetooth devices around the display. Each 

user can define tags on the device name which will be added to the public tag cloud until they 

are in the public display range. Then, the display will present content according to the 

preferences of the user (public tag cloud) at any given moment. 

2.4 Ubi-hotspots 

(Lindén et al. 2010) proposes a web-based framework for managing the screen real estate 

of the UBI-hotspot system - a public display system that supports concurrent applications on a 

single display. The framework was implemented using Mozilla Firefox browser and custom 

JavaScript code that manages the temporal and spatial allocation of the screen to various 

applications. These hotspots support two modes: a passive broadcast mode, and an interactive 

mode. These two modes represent different ways for deciding when and which 

application/content should be loaded by the display system. The framework does not support 

any type of fine-grained control over the execution of an application. For example, if an 

application takes a long time to load, the user will be aware of this (at best the application may 

use a splash screen). Similarly, when unloading, the system simply unloads the content, giving 

no possibility for the application to run clean-up operations. Even if an application is often used, 
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it will always have to be completely loaded and unloaded every time it is used; the system does 

not put applications in a suspended state for rapid resuming. 

2.5 Elhart and Memarovic (2013) 

Despite the efforts of developing new flexible schedulers, another problem arise from 

supporting the scheduling of unanticipated content: not all content may be appropriate in a 

particular display environment.  

Public displays encompass all kinds of audience from young to older people, women or 

man of any race and religion. Therefore the control and moderation of content will be crucial. In 

(Elhart and Memarovic 2013) the authors propose a post-moderation interface for controlling 

and removing unappropriated user contributed content. One of the drawbacks of the proposed 

post-moderation technique on a dedicated web page was that it requires a person constantly 

monitoring the web-page. 

Apart from the post-moderation, the system allows owners to add several displays, choose 

a list of running applications for each one of them, schedule the applications in time and space 

and run the displays on a web browser. 

2.6 Risevision 

Risevision
1
 business relies on developing and supporting public displays. Their signage 

platform is completely free and has all the features a user needs to build and fully manage a 

screen network of any type or size. 

The platform is web-based, offering a web interface so installation and management can 

be executed from any browser. APIs are available letting users to extend/modify the platform 

and their services are cloud-based using Google App Engine which makes the platform more 

reliable.  

Apart from the common viewer and player, technically the platform relies on schedules, 

presentations, placeholders and gadgets. In this case, the viewer is an application running in a 

browser responsible for dynamically changing the content based on schedules and presentations 

and the Player is a native OS application that runs Viewer in the browser and is responsible for 

the management of all other components as hardware and content cache management, etc. 

Presentations are HTML pages that can have one or several placeholders which are responsible 

for holding content (image, text, etc.), have a fixed location on the HTML page and can be 

scheduled to display different content on different time periods. Schedules are sequences of 

                                                      
1http://www.risevision.com 

http://www.risevision.com/
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presentations defining when they are set to play and gadgets are small applications provided by 

Risevision to incorporate external features, for instance, Foursquare, Twitter or directories. 

2.7 IAdea 

IAdea
2
is a leader in digital signage media appliances featuring a rich set of functionality 

designed with focused purposes. The platform only works with company’s property devices 

(media appliance, signboard or signboard kit android based) which can be customized in order 

to blend in perfectly with the installation environment. 

IAdea supports the latest SMIL digital signage open standard, HTML5 web standard, and 

Google Android API supporting a whole spectrum of digital content formats and have the 

largest choice of content management systems in the industry. 

Through the use of a web interface the customer can perform system maintenance (upgrade 

firmware, manage storage and system reboot, etc.) everywhere needing only an internet 

connection. 

Digital signage can be more than a one-way street and provide more value to the customer. 

With the latest sensor technologies, user can interact with the content via touch buttons or 

motion and content can be made to respond to user requests on-demand. It does not only 

provide more relevant information to the viewer, but also allows the campaign manager to 

obtain vital statistics about user's interest and behavior pattern, which can be used in turn to 

provide better content to suit viewer needs. 

2.8 Xibo 

Xibo
3
 is an open source and completely free digital signage solution centrally managed via 

a web administration panel (PHP/MySQL) and distributed over a LAN (local network) or the 

Internet to one or more clients connected to a display hardware (TV, Projector, etc.).  

Xibo is a client-server application and can run in Windows or Linux. The server is used to 

perform administration tasks like upload content, design layouts or schedule content to the 

display and the client is essentially a “display” which will be used to show content allowing 

each of them to have its own schedule of content and layout on screen. The client will also 

report back what has been displayed and for how long. 

The platform is divided in four modules each of them responsible for a specific task: the 

layout module is responsible for the exhibition of the content; the content layout responsible for 

the management of all displayed content; the schedule layout responsible for the scheduling of 

                                                      
2http://www.iadea.com/ 
3http://xibo.org.uk/ 

http://www.iadea.com/
http://xibo.org.uk/
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content and lastly the display layout that gathers all previous modules. A layout can have one or 

more regions and each one of them have content. 

2.9 Signagelive 

Signagelive
4
 Digital Signage platforms allows you to deliver media through any 

browser to a huge list of devices (tablets, mobile devices, etc.). It is possible to choose the 

hardware to run Signagelive from a standard Windows-powered PC to huge range of available 

solid-state media player. 

Technically, the platform relies on assets, layouts, playlists and obviously schedules. An 

asset is any kind of content that a user wish to show in a screen like images, web pages, etc. A 

playlist is responsible for defining during how long and when each of the assets will be running 

and a layout can display various playlists in the screen region. Lastly, schedules are responsible 

for displaying playlists or layouts. 

2.10 OpenSplash 

Signagelive team believe that the future of digital signage will be open allowing 

developers to create their own players with customized features to create a new range of 

interactive experiences uniquely suited to their own needs and hardware. 

OpenSplash
5
 is a free and extensible open source media player compatible with many 

content management and scheduling systems developed by Signagelive in C# and available for 

Windows and Linux, with support possible for Android and Mac OS. 

The developers designed OpenSplash
6
 with two ideas in mind. The first one: most of the 

players need to be reliable and the vast majority just need to play video, images and text in 

multi-zone windows on screen. The second one is related to the impossibility of a user to buy a 

player separated from the CMS. OpenSplash team wants to break the barrier enabling customers 

to choose both technologies separately. 

                                                      
4http://signagelive.com/ 
5 http://www.opensplash.net/ 
6 https://launchpad.net/opensplash 

http://signagelive.com/
http://www.opensplash.net/
https://launchpad.net/opensplash
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2.11 Cignage 

Cignage
7
 is a service for displaying information and advertising on digital screens. The 

service is available through a web interface where a user can manage the media content, 

schedule playlists and manage players. Both new and old version were checked. 

Free installation has limited features in both and as the previous analyzed platforms it 

relies on channels (playlists) and files (assets) and only requires the installation of a media 

player in order to successfully deploy content to a public display because Cignage runs in the 

cloud. 

2.12 Conclusions 

For each of the previous players, a detailed review was made being the results presented as 

tables to provide a quick and simple way to understand the differences and similarities between 

them. The review is divided in three different categories: technical features, functional features 

and design goals. Cell tables marked with “n/d” stand for “it was impossible to ascertain that 

information”. 

The first category gathers some technical specifications of the players like the license of 

the software platform (open-source or proprietary), the hardware (proprietary hardware only or 

can be used in any hardware) and the running environment (operating system and type of 

application) and the related information is summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1 - Technical specifications of analyzed schedulers 

Players Software license Hardware 
Operating 

system 
Application type 

Lancaster e-

campus 
n/d Any 

Mac OS and 

Linux 
Python 

Yarely Open source Any Mac OS
8
 Python 

F. Ribeiro and 

R. José (2010) 
n/d n/d n/d n/d 

Ubi-hotspots n/d Any Independent
9
 Web browser

10
 

Risevision Open source Any Any Google Chrome 

                                                      
7 http://new.cignage.com/ 
8Focused on MacOS but contains cross-platform Python modules 
9Ubi-hotspots was designed to be OS independent but it was impossible to acknowledge which OS were tested 
10 Tested on Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome and Apple Safari 

http://new.cignage.com/
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Players Software license Hardware 
Operating 

system 
Application type 

Iadea Proprietary Proprietary n/d n/d 

Xibo Open source Any 

Windows, 

Ubuntu and 

Android 

Web browser 

Signagelive Proprietary Any Windows WPF 

Opensplash Open source n/d 
Windows and 

Linux
11

 
n/d 

Cignage Proprietary Any 
Windows and 

Android 
WPF 

 

 The second comparison category used is based on the most common and most 

important functional properties of each of the players and is summarized in Table 2. A lot of 

parameters were observed and could be included in this comparison, but we tried to narrow it 

down including only the most common observed specifications or any unique and relevant 

functions: 

 Standard scheduler options – the ability to schedule content by setting certain 

parameters, such as the start and end date and time, time-based intervals for repetition, 

etc.; 

 Installation process – can be easy (straightforward, no assistance needed), medium 

(installation was successful, but assistance was needed) or hard (installation was 

unsuccessful or took too long); 

 Content creation interface – most players provide an interface to easily create content 

(images, videos, etc.); 

 Priorities –the capacity to schedule content according to its priority; 

 Offline support – a player has offline support when network connection is lost, but the 

player continues to display content. 

 Extensibility – availability of tools to expand or modify the platform. 

  

Table 2 - Functional properties of the analyzed schedulers 

Players Standard 

options 

Installation 

process 

Content 

interface 
Priorities 

Offline 

support 
Extensibility 

Lancaster e-

campus Yes n/d Yes Yes No n/d 

                                                      
11 Also support MacOS and Android 
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Players Standard 

options 

Installation 

process 

Content 

interface 
Priorities 

Offline 

support 
Extensibility 

Yarely Yes n/d n/d Yes Yes Yes 

F. Ribeiro 

and R. José No n/d n/d n/d n/d n/d 

Ubi-hotspots Yes n/d No
12

 n/d n/d n/d 

Risevision Yes Easy Yes Yes
13

  n/d Yes 

Iadea n/d n/d n/d Yes
13

  n/d n/d 

Xibo Yes Medium Yes 
Yes 

(content) 
Yes Yes 

Signagelive Yes Easy Yes Yes
13

 n/d n/d 

Opensplash n/d n/d n/d n/d n/d Yes 

Cignage Yes Easy Yes n/d Yes n/d 

 

Lastly, we have analyzed if the players support our design goals and summarized the 

information in Table 3. The design goals were presented in the Introduction and are a list of 

functional requirements that we have set and led our implementation until the final goal was 

met. 

From all observed platforms only one (Signalive) supports pre-loaded content, this way 

avoiding loading indicators or splash screens. This behavior meets the design goal 

“Applications loading”. 

All tested platforms use a time-based schedule meaning that the content is immediately 

took of air when defined running time is over. From all applications, only one (Cignage) had a 

similar function: the duration of each content is based on the type of content, for instance, if a 

video is scheduled, the duration will be equal to the video length guaranteeing that the content is 

not interrupted. Apart from Cignage, none of the others platforms supports our “Graceful 

Termination” design goal. 

Most platforms do not support alerts/background applications popping up from time to 

time so, that let us deduce that the platforms don’t need to be prepared to pause and resume 

                                                      
12 Any third party web application available online can be integrated in the system 
13 Alerts can be displayed 
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applications. For that kind of applications, “Forced unloading, pausing and resuming” design 

goal is not relevant. From all observed applications, only Risevision had the capacity to unload 

applications: if an interactive application doesn’t receive any interaction during a certain 

amount of time, the application is removed from the screen returning to the home display. 

The last design goal “Application-requested loading and unloading” were found in three 

platforms. Applications were capable of interrupting current applications and display short 

alerts meeting the first half of the design goal. The ability to unload, for instance, in case of 

error, was not observed in any platform. 

Table 3 - Availability of our design goals on the analyzed platforms 

Players Application 

loading 

Graceful 

termination 

Forced 

unloading, 

pausing and 

resuming 

Application-

requested 

loading and 

unloading 

Lancaster e-

campus n/d n/d n/d n/d 

Yarely n/d n/d No 
App loading 

request (alerts) 

F. Ribeiro and 

R. José n/d No No No 

Ubi-hotspots n/d No No n/d 

Risevision n/d No Timeouts
14

 Alerts
15

 

Iadea n/d n/d n/d Alerts
16

 

Xibo n/d No n/d No 

Signagelive Yes No n/d No 

Opensplash n/d n/d n/d n/d 

Cignage n/d No n/d No 

 

 

                                                      
14 Inactivity timeouts can be defined 
15 3rd party alerts providers can be subscribed 
16 Alerts can be defined and triggered pressing a key or using the mouse 



 

Chapter 3 

Analysis of Existing Computing 

Platforms 

To arrive to the suggested runtime model, it was necessary to look at existing computing 

platforms in order to learn and understand the existing runtime lifecycles. We studied how it is 

done in mobile platforms (Android, iOS and Windows Mobile), in the desktop (Windows 8 

Metro Applications) and in the web (Applets, HTML and JavaScript). We then synthesized 

these models and adapted the result to take into account our design goals. 

3.1 Mobile platforms 

3.1.1 Android 

Android applications are composed of one or more application components (activities, 

services, content providers and broadcast receivers). Each one is a unique building block that 

helps define an application’s overall behavior. Let’s take a quick look of each component’s 

definition: 

 Activities - an activity represents a single screen with a user interface; 

 Services - a service is a component that runs in the background to perform long-

running operations or to perform work for remote processes and does not provide a 

user interface; 

 Content providers - a content provider manages a shared set of applications data; 

 Broadcast receivers - a broadcast receiver is a component that responds to system-

wide broadcast announcements. 
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Activities are the entry point for users to interact with an application and are the major 

component of an application (applications are seen as multiples activities that are loosely bound 

to each other) so, most of the times, it is common to relate to Android Activity’s Lifecycle 

instead of Android Application’s Lifecycle.   

  Lifecycle 

The Android lifecycle
17

 was designed having in mind the following design considerations: 

through the day usage tends to involve repeated brief contact with a wide range of applications, 

application switching in devices is extremely critical (a noticeable delay will discourage users) 

and available APIs must be sufficient to standardize applications. 

An Android application does not control its own life cycle, instead it has a number of 

callbacks
18

 lifecycle functions that the Android system calls when it seems appropriate 

according to the priority queue. 

The system uses a priority queue to manage running activities on the device. According to 

the current state of a running activity, it will assign a certain priority within the OS. This priority 

system helps Android identify activities that are no longer in use, allowing the OS to reclaim 

memory and resources. 

                                                      
17http://developer.android.com/training/basics/activity-lifecycle/starting.html 

18 http://developer.android.com/guide/components/activities.html 

 

Figure 1 - Android application lifecycle (image from Android official developer’s 

documentation) 
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States 

 

During its execution time, an application will transit between many stages. Looking at 

Figure 1, we were able to identify six different states but only three of the six states are static, 

which means that an application can remain on that state for an extended period of time. All 

other states (Created and Loaded) are transient and the system quickly moves from them to the 

next state. After the system calls onCreate(), it quickly calls onStart() immediately 

followed by onResume(). 

If an application is in the foreground, completely visible and active to the user, it will be on 

Resumed state.  

While paused, the activity is partially visible to the user but it’s not active and can’t receive 

user input or execute any code. However, it remains alive and maintains its state but it can be 

killed by the system under low memory. 

An application is stopped if it is no longer visible to the user. The application preserves its 

state however it’s more likely to be killed by the system to free resources whenever necessary. 

Callbacks 

Callback methods are called prior to state changes and a short explanation of each of the 

most important callbacks is given in the next paragraphs. 

onCreate() method is called when an activity is launched (user interface creation and 

initialization of data elements usually occurs here). onCreate() is always followed by 

onStart() which is called before the activity becomes visible to the user (activity is not 

active yet) and it is followed by onResume(). 

Right after onResume(), the activity is on top of the stack activity and is visible and 

active (user may interact). onResume() is always followed by onPause() whenever the 

system is about to resume another activity on top of the current one or when the user is about to 

navigate to some other parts of the system.  

onPause() callback must be used to save user’s interface and critical data, like unsaved 

changes to persistent data because the application reaches a state where it can be killed by the 

system under low memory scenarios. All consuming CPU tasks, for instance animations, must 

be stopped. Implementations of this method must be very quick because the next activity will 
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not be resumed until this method returns. onPause() can be followed be either 

onResume() if the activity returns to the front or onStop() if it becomes invisible to the 

user. 

onStop() is called when the activity is no longer visible to the user, because another 

activity has been resumed covering the current one. This may happen either because a new 

activity is being started, an existing one is being brought in front of this one, or this one is being 

destroyed. Followed by either onRestart() if this activity is coming back to the front or 

onDestroy() if this activity is going to be removed from the memory. Note that, 

onDestroy() is the final call the application receives before the activity is destroyed. 

3.1.2 iOS 

iOS applications
19

 are limited in resources like other mobile platforms, therefore it is 

crucial to know if an application is running in the foreground or background. iOS limits 

background tasks in order to improve battery life and user’s experience with the foreground 

application. The operating system notifies your app whenever it moves between the foreground 

and background allowing the developer to modify the application behavior. 

 

 

                                                      
19

https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/documentation/iphone/conceptual/iphoneosprogrammingguide/Manag

ingYourApplicationsFlow/ManagingYourApplicationsFlow.html 
 

Figure 2 - iOS applications lifecycle 
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States 

The system moves an application from state to state in response to internal operations or as 

a result of any user’s requests. At any point in time, an iOS application will always be in one of 

the following states: Not running, Inactive, Active, Background or Suspended.  

Similar to the previous analyzed platform, from the five states, only three of them (Not 

running, Active and Suspended) are static allowing applications to stay longer while the other 

two (Inactive and Background) are only transition states in which the application stays only 

briefly as it transitions to a different state. 

Until an application is launched or right after it was terminated by the system, the 

application is in the Not running state. When an application is running in the foreground and 

receiving events it is in the Active state and, if the application is in the background not executing 

code it is in the Suspended state. The system moves applications to this state automatically 

(without notifying them) and keeps it in the memory but in low memory scenario, the system 

may purge application in this state. 

Inactive state occurs between Not running and Active state and when there, an application 

is running in the foreground but is currently not receiving events. Most applications enter 

Background state briefly on their way to being suspended. The application is in the background 

and executing code and may stay longer if extra execution time was requested. An application 

being launched directly into the background enters this state instead of the Inactive state. 

Callbacks 

 

Event callbacks methods are triggered by lifecycle transitions and allow applications to 

prepare for and respond to them. In iOS, the first callback executed is 

willFinishLaunchingWithOptions and since it is called only once, it’s the right place 

for doing global initialization. Right after the previous callback, 

didFinishLaunchingWithOptions is executed an allow developers to perform any 

final initialization before the application is displayed. 

Right before the application goes to the foreground, applicationDidBecomeActive 

is called and can be used for any quick last minute preparation. 
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When an application is transitioning away from being the foreground application, 

applicationWillResignActive allows the developer to put the app into a saving state 

releasing any unnecessary resources. Immediately after the previous callback, 

applicationDidEnterBackground is called informing the developer that the 

application is now running in the background and may be suspended at any time. After this 

method is called, about five seconds of processing time (if extra execution time is needed, it 

may be requested) is available and can be used to save important data to allow state restore if 

the application is killed. 

When re-launching the application (moving from the background to the foreground) 

applicationWillEnterForeground is called but it is important to notice that the 

applications is not active yet. Re-initialization can occur here or in the next callback 

applicationDidBecomeActive. 

Finally, before your application is terminated, applicationWillTerminate 

executes allowing developers to perform shutdown tasks.  

3.1.3 Windows Phone 

Windows Phone is a property mobile operating system developed by Microsoft. As other 

mobile platforms it should be able to deal with particular constraints that mobility imposes on 

the devices: less memory, less processing power, limited screen real-estate and limited battery 

life. Windows Phone deals with these limitations through a feature called tombstoning which 

will be explored later in this document. Windows Phones only allows a single application on the 

foreground at any given time and users can deactivate their applications and reactivate them 

later. Figure 3 is a graphical representation of the lifecycle of Windows Phone applications
20

. 

Rectangles represents states while hexagons are callbacks/events. 

States 

Once the application is loaded it goes to Running state. The application will stay in this 

state until the user navigates away from it (Start Button, following a link, etc.) or until phone’s 

lock screen engages.  

                                                      
20http://download.microsoft.com/download/8/8/E/88E56A15-50E6-42D0-A71A-

CCD5673425C4/S5%20WP8%20Application%20Lifecycle.pdf 

http://download.microsoft.com/download/8/8/E/88E56A15-50E6-42D0-A71A-CCD5673425C4/S5%20WP8%20Application%20Lifecycle.pdf
http://download.microsoft.com/download/8/8/E/88E56A15-50E6-42D0-A71A-CCD5673425C4/S5%20WP8%20Application%20Lifecycle.pdf
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Dormant state was added in Windows Phone 7.5 to allow fast application switching. After 

the Deactivated event is raised, the operating system will attempt to put the application into a 

dormant state where no processing takes place but the application remains intact in the memory.  

If new applications are launched after an application has been made dormant, the dormant 

applications can be Tombstoned to free up memory. A tombstoned application has been 

terminated, but the data/application state is preserved for a maximum of eight applications. If an 

application is tombstoned and the user navigates back to the application, it will be relaunched 

and the application can use the preserved data to restore last state. 

Callbacks 

 

Windows Phone has a rule controlling time spent in callbacks allowing a limit of ten 

seconds to complete the tasks within.  

Figure 3 - Windows Phone applications lifecycle (image from official Windows Phone 

developer’s guide) 
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Launching is fired when the user starts an application implicitly or explicitly. During 

launch, an application should present an interface that makes it clear to the user that a new 

instance of the application is launching. To ensure a fast loading, the amount of code in the 

event should be kept as little as possible. 

Oppositely, Closing event is raised when an application is ended by any means. Persistent 

application data must be saved in this callback if necessary. 

When a user navigates away from an application, Deactivated event is raised and the 

application goes to Dormant state. When an application is made dormant, it must save persistent 

data as if it was being closed since it is possible for an application to be completely terminated 

after Deactivated. As previously said, if the system needs memory, it can tombstone 

applications freeing memory. 

Note that the behavior of an application resumed from Dormant is different from 

Tombstoned. While in the first, the OS will automatically resume at the page where it was left 

off, in the second, the application restarts at the correct page but all in-memory objects and state 

of controls have been lost. When a user switches back from a dormant or tombstoned 

application, Activated event is fired.  

There are also two very useful callbacks not included in the lifecycle figure that are called 

immediately after a page is unloaded (OnNavigatedFrom) and when a page is loaded and 

becomes the active page (onNavigatedTo). These two events are usually used to save data. 

3.2 Desktop 

3.2.1 Windows 8 (Metro applications) 

Windows 8 metro-style apps are focused and designed to access small amounts of data. 

They are smaller than classical desktop apps not providing so many options and information and 

were designed to run in Tablets therefore some changes were needed. The most important 

changes relate to system resources because they are more limited in that kind of devices, 

therefore leading to the need of a careful and better management of available computational 

resources. That’s the reason why metro-style applications lifecycle is more similar to Windows 

Phone than classical desktop apps. 

Unlike classical desktop application, Windows 8 built-in applications should not provide 

any means of shutting down. From the official Windows 8 developer’s documentation: “Your 

app must neither programmatically close nor offer UI affordances to close it. Windows 8 

Process Lifetime Management closes Windows Store apps automatically.” 

The only thing a user is aware of is the first time he/she starts an application and from this 

point the lifetime of an app is completely up to the OS. Well-designed apps can be suspended, 
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terminated, and restarted and appear as if they were running the whole time (“always alive” 

feel). 

 

States 

 

Through its lifecycle, a Windows 8 application may be in one of the following states: not 

running, running or suspended. 

An application may be not running because it wasn’t launched yet, it crashed while 

running or it was suspended but the system could not keep it in the memory. From the moment 

it starts consuming resources, the application is running and should be able to respond to the 

activation event as appropriate. The code starts to execute and all resources are fully loaded and 

displaying. 

 An app can be suspended when the user switches away from it or when Windows enters a 

low power state. Most apps stop running when the user switches away from them.  It is 

important to notice that Windows attempts to keep as many suspended apps in memory as 

Figure 4 - Metro applications lifecycle (image from Windows developer’s blog) 
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possible allowing users to quickly switch between suspended apps. However, if there aren't 

enough resources to keep an application in memory, Windows can terminate it without sending 

any notification.  

Callbacks 

Looking at the lifecycle of Windows 8 applications (Figure 4), we identify four important 

state transitions that are accompanied by event handlers: activating, suspending, resuming and 

terminating. 

Activating transition state occurs every time the application moves from the not running to 

the running state. The activation may be done in several ways and it’s important to know if the 

application is going to be launched from scratch or if it was suspended to determine whether the 

application needs to restore data saved when it was last suspended or just load the application’s 

default data. If launched from scratch every application can take up to the optimum time of five 

seconds to load its resources and during that time, the application should present a splash screen 

so the user knows that the system is loading. 

When the user moves the application to the background or the device enters a low memory 

state, the current application suspends itself. Suspending must be used to save relevant 

application data to the persistent storage and release its exclusive resources and file handlers. 

Developers must be aware that, when this event is called, only a few seconds are given to 

preserve the current state of the application. If you take longer than five seconds Windows will 

assume that the application has crashed, so terminates it. 

While pushing the application to the background, the system takes a few seconds to make 

sure the user doesn’t want to switch back to the application immediately. After the given time 

interval, the system automatically moves the application to suspended state. 

Any suspended application can be resumed from the memory and brought back to the 

foreground, either because the user switches to it or when Windows comes out of a low power 

state. If the application resumes before being terminated, there is no need to worry restoring 

data, since the system automatically restores the application state. However, it must be taken 

into account that an application can be suspended for hours or even days, so if the application 

has, for instance, network connections they probably have gone stale and therefore, a refresh is 

encouraged when application is resumed. 

Resuming shouldn’t be used to execute intensive processing because it may lead the user to 

think that the app is being unresponsive. 
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Applications can be terminated by the system to release necessary memory. If an 

application is terminated, it will be relaunched from the beginning and you must restore saved 

session data to make the application appear just like it was the last time a user looked at it. 

However, if the application has been closed manually by the user, has unexpectedly terminated 

or has been launched for the first time, previous session data must be ignored and the 

application should be started with the default view. In this previous cases, the application is 

terminated without any notification thereby strengthening the need to save data when 

transitioning to Suspended. 

3.2.2 Desktop (Windows WPF applications) 

In Windows, users always had the possibility to open up as many applications as they 

wanted being the only limitation the available memory. Obviously, the more applications 

opened at the same time, less resources will be available regarding memory and CPU processing 

causing the system to run slower. In this case, it’s up to the user to decide if he closes a few 

applications, freeing up memory and the CPU. It is important to notice that the user is the one 

who remains in charge of the management of the application’s lifecycle. 

All Windows applications have at least one window so it is common to represent the 

lifecycle of both applications and windows together however, we only included application 

events since they are the most relevant for the scope of this dissertation but we refer to window 

events every time they are directly involved. 

The lifecycle of an application is straightforward: the application is started together with 

all necessary objects, it runs receiving and triggering lots of events and finally, the objects are 

released and the application is closed. 

Application events  

We can divide application events in two main groups: initialization and shutdown. The 

first event fired when initializing an application is Startup and must be used to process any 

command line arguments received by the application and create the main window of the app.   

Windows allows users to switch between applications that have a visible Window that a 

user can select. Every time the application’s window is called to the foreground Activated will 

be triggered and will not be raised again until the application is deactivated. Note that, when the 

application is rendered for the first time, Activated is also called. 
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From the sequence of shutdown events, Deactivated is called when the system detects that 

an application is inactive. It usually occurs when a user switches to another application or as an 

effect of application closure. Lastly, Exit occurs just before an application shuts down and 

cannot be canceled. Any resource freeing can be done here. 

Another important event is SessionEnding that executes when a user log off or shutdown 

the computer. It is possible to cancel the shutting down forcing the user to save the application 

and close it manually. 

3.3 Web 

3.3.1 Applets 

A Java Applet is a special kind of Java program that a browser enabled with Java 

technology can download from the Internet and run (in a process separate from the web browser 

itself). Milestones are major events in an applet’s life cycle (can be seeing as states) and most 

applets override Init(), Start(), Stop() or Destroy() to respond appropriately to 

milestones. 

Lifecycle 

 

When a webpage with an applet is opened, the browser calls Init() method followed by 

Start() to initialize and start running the applet. Once a browser has loaded an applet, this 

applet will stay running but every time the applet is not visible (user scroll stops outside applet’s 

area or user switch to another browser tab) Stop() method is called. The applet restarts its 

execution with Start() when it becomes visible again. When a user leaves the page, for 

example, to go to another page, the browser stops and destroys the applet (the state of the applet 

is not preserved) so when the user returns to the page, the browser initializes and starts a new 

instance of the applet. If you reload or refresh a browser page, the current instance of the applet 

is stopped and destroyed and a new instance is created. When the user quits the browser, the 

applet has the opportunity to stop itself and perform a final cleanup before the browser exits. 
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States 

 

It is possible to identify three different states in Applet's lifecycle: Not running, Running 

and Suspended. 

Since applets are linked to browsers, an applet only starts running when a user opens a 

webpage and the applet is visible. An applet can start executing from the beginning or resume 

its state from the same point if the webpage/browser is not closed. 

Methods 

 

 

The code inside Init() is usually compared to the code inside a constructor. It is useful 

for one-time initialization and the developer should try to keep it short so that the applet can 

load quickly. Every applet that performs tasks after initialization must override the Start() 

method. It is called after the Init()and each time the applet is revisited in a webpage. 

Figure 5 - Applet's application lifecycle 
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Returning quickly from the Start()is a good practice (if there are some computationally 

intensive operations to execute, it’s better to open a new thread). 

Stop() is called when the applet’s webpage has been replaced and also just before the 

applet is to be destroyed. It suspends the applet’s execution so it doesn’t take up system 

resources when the user isn’t viewing the applet’s page.   

Many applet’s don’t need to override the destroy() because their stop method (which 

is called before destroy) will perform all tasks necessary to shut down the applet’s execution. 

However, it can be used if any additional resources need to be released. 

3.3.2 HTML / JavaScript 

Is it to remember that public display applications discussed here are web-based therefore it 

is important to highlight some important events available in the web. We analyzed 

window/objects and form events and we highlighted the following ones. Onload fires after an 

object has been loaded and since it is mostly used within the <body> element it executes after 

all content is completely loaded. Oppositely, onunload fires once a page has unloaded or the 

browser window has been closed. It is given the change to notify the user about the action using 

onbeforeunload that runs before the document is unloaded. When a window is displayed 

onpageshow is triggered and when the windows is hidden onpagehide is triggered. We 

also have available events that fire when a redo (onredo) or undo (onundo) is performed. 

Lastly, every time an error occurs while loading an external file, onerror executes given the 

possibility to take appropriate measures to overcome it. 

From the form events we highlighted the capability to trigger events when the active 

element of the foreground window loses focus (onblur) or when an element receives focus 

(onfocus). 

We also analyzed Page Visibility specification that allows developers to programmatically 

determine the visibility of a document, as well as, being notified if any changes occurs. Most 

versions of Chrome support this specification, therefore we decided to include it. 

There are four possible states a document can be: visible if the document is visible or at 

least partially visible, hidden if the document is not visible, unloaded if the document is 

unloading and prerender if loaded but not visible. VisibilityChange event is available to 

fire every time the visibility of a page changes. 

This tool allows developers to design pages able to effectively manage the resources 

improving energy consumption and improving user’s experience. If this specification was not 

available, developers couldn’t, for instance, stop any unnecessary resources when the web page 

is not visible because they would be designing webpages as if they were always visible. 
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3.4 Conclusions 

The main events for callbacks associated with each platform are presented in Table 4. Each 

platform has different, and sometimes unique ways, to manage and give applications different 

levels of granularity for managing their resources. However, it was possible to identify common 

categories of applications states and events callbacks: 

 Initializing refers to callback methods that are invoked only once by the system, while 

the application is in memory. All initial routines related to the user interface or data 

should be done here.  

 Starting/Resuming refers to callback methods that are called before the application is 

put into the foreground, either for the first time, or because the user is resuming the 

application. Different platforms handle this process differently, but in general these 

callbacks allow applications to start graphical animations, sounds, and other quick 

initializations. These callbacks may be invoked several times during the lifetime of the 

application in memory. 

 Pausing refers to callbacks that signal the application that it is being interrupted and is 

being taken out of the display, at least partially. In these cases, applications should stop 

animations, sound, and other CPU intensive operations.  

 Stopping/Destroying refers to callbacks that signal the application to stop executing, 

unload all unnecessary resources, and perform state saving routines. Stopped 

applications may not be immediately removed from memory, but are good candidates 

to be destroyed and removed from memory if the system needs the resources. 

 

 

Table 4 - Summary of analyzed platforms callbacks 





 

 

Chapter 4 

Proposed Runtime Lifecycle 

4.1 Runtime lifecycle 

Based on the common identified categories for the runtime lifecycles of the analyzed 

computing platforms and taking into account all previously discussed design goals, we propose 

the following model for public display applications. 

 

The model is graphically represented in Figure 6 and is composed of five states (Created, 

Loaded, Resumed, Paused and Destroyed) represented in rectangular boxes, callbacks from the 

system to the applications represented in bold (onCreate, onLoad, onResume, 

onPauseRequest, onPause, onUnload and onDestroy) and messages from the 

application to the system represented in italic (loaded, showMe and releaseMe). Next, the 

model will be explained sequentially using the callbacks as milestones. 

 

 

Figure 6 - Proposed runtime model for public display applications 
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onCreate 

 

An application lifecycle will start when the system calls it for the first time using 

onCreate(). This callback represents the application’s entry point method and is called only 

once while the application is in memory. Depending on the implementation, it is possible that 

application code may execute before this method is called. In our Javascript implementation for 

example, we cannot prevent applications from executing before the onCreate() method is 

invoked. However, only after onCreate() can an application interact with the display system 

and it should not be assumed that the display system is ready before the onCreate() is 

called. After the callback, the application will be created and in memory but it shouldn’t be 

consuming too much resources because applications will stay in Created until the system calls it 

to the foreground, destroy the application or allows a showMe() request.  

 

onLoad 

 

When the system decides to give display time to the application onLoad() is called 

before the time is actually assigned to the application. The callback should be used to perform 

all necessary loading routines to ensure the application is ready to be displayed. The system 

expects applications to reply with loaded() when all resources are ready and guarantees that 

an application is not displayed until it receives the message loaded().  

While loaded() is not received, the scheduler will wait and display the previous 

application longer but if no answer is received from the current application loading, the 

scheduler will ignore it and start loading the next application scheduled. In the meanwhile, if the 

loaded() message is received, the scheduler will apply its internal policy to decide if and 

when the application should be given display time. 

Normally, loaded() is immediately followed by onResume(), therefore applications 

will only stay in Loaded for a few seconds before being resumed and displayed on the screen. 

 

onResume 

 

Before an application becomes visible on the display (Resumed), onResume() is called. 

At this phase, applications should make sure they are ready to show content and ensure there is 

no noticeable delay before content is displayed by the application. This callback can be used to 

perform very fast initialization routines such as starting animations.  
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onPauseRequest 

 

Before switching to another application, the system calls onPauseRequest() to inform 

the current application that it will be removed from the screen except if  the system has another 

urgent content to display, in which case the onPause() callback will be used immediately. In 

onPauseRequest() applications should notify the system about how much more time they 

need to finish gracefully. onPauseRequest() allowed us to achieve our requirement B to 

allow applications to request extra time if needed to terminate its content without interruptions. 

The system will honor the application’s time request, and call onPause() when the time 

required by the application expires.  

 

onPause 

 

Before an application is paused, the system calls onPause() to signal that the 

application should pause animations, sounds and other unnecessary operations. In this stage the 

application is either not visible or only partially visible. 

Paused applications may be resumed quickly by the system by invoking the onResume() 

callback, for instance, if an application was interrupted by another more urgent application or 

continue the unloading process with onUnload(). 

The loop formed with onPause() and onResume() allowed us to achieve our 

requirement C related with the hability of applications to pause and quickly resume instead of 

totally unloading its content and reloading it. This way, the system is able to save some 

processing resources. 

 

onUnload 

 

Before unloading an application, the system calls onUnload()giving the possibility to 

an application to release all processing resources once it’s no longer on the foreground. After 

being unloaded, an application will remain in Created until the system calls it again to the front, 

destroys it or allows a showMe() request. 

 

onDestroy 

 

The system will also notify an application before removing it from the memory calling 

onDestroy(). Applications should perform any finalization routines here, for instance, 

saving state to persistent storage either locally or remotely. onDestroy() is called only on 

two different occasions: when the user closes the extension or when the system needs to free 
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resources to display another application. When the last case happens, the scheduler will remove 

the last application to be displayed from the memory freeing the necessary resources. 

A destroyed application is removed from the memory therefore isn’t consuming any 

resources and to be displayed again, it should go through the lifecycle from the beginning.  

 

loaded 

When developing an application, the programmer must invoke loaded() when all 

resources have finish to load in order to notify the system. Our first requirement (A), to grant 

airtime only if applications are fully loaded and ready to display useful content, was achieved 

using this callback. Looking at the lifecycle we notice that an application cannot reach the 

“loaded” state if the system does not receive the confirmation and, consequently, an application 

cannot be displayed until the notification is received. 

 

showMe 

 

Applications can signal the system that they want display time to show its content by 

calling showMe(). This callback lead us to achieve half our requirement D, allowing 

applications to request airtime by themselves. The system will then apply its internal policy 

based on priorities to determine if and when the application should be given display time. That 

decision is made taking into account the priority of both current application and the application 

that asked for airtime. 

 

releaseMe 

Conversely, applications can signal the system that they cannot display any more content 

(perhaps due to a server error or other condition). The system will then take the necessary steps 

to bring another application to the display. releaseMe() allowed to achieve the other half of 

our requirement D (enable applications to request, from themselves, to be removed from the 

screen). 

4.2 Supported applications 

Our system support two different types of applications: regular applications and 

background applications.  

Regular applications are part of the schedule of the public display and are sequentially 

displayed on the public screen one after another. Any application that follows our lifecycle and 

is not a background application, is a regular app. 

Background applications were designed to stay on the background during most of their 

lifecycle, popping up only when triggered by internal or external events. This means that a 
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background application will usually stay longer on Created state than any regular application. 

An application that displays emergency procedures on public displays in case of a natural 

disaster is a simple example of a background app. 

 





 

 

Chapter 5 

Implementation 

To instantiate our runtime lifecycle model, we implemented a public display system 

capable of managing several applications simultaneously.  

The system was implemented as a Google Chrome Extension which are webpages 

composed of HTML, CSS and JS with the capability to use all APIs a browser provides to 

webpages, as well as, special Chrome APIs to improve common features. We choose to develop 

our system on Chrome once this work is a contribution to a previous research (J. Cardoso 2014) 

on public displays developed on the referred platform. 

The scheduler will be active on a single window and each application will be represented 

as a tab. In Google Chrome, each tab has one process which increases the stability of the 

browser once, if any web app crashes it won’t affect the browser or other web apps. 

The scheduler moves an application from state to state, based on the exchange of 

messages. After sending a message, the scheduler will wait for the corresponding application 

callback to execute and send an answer back. 

 

Figure 7 - Architecture of implemented solution 
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The architecture of the developed solution is represented in Figure 7. The main 

component of the solution is the Scheduler script and is responsible for the most important 

tasks. The scheduler relies on a schedule which is composed of applications. The 

communication script executes in both the extension and the applications (automatically 

injected) and is responsible to ensure the flow of messages between the two end points.  

In the next sections, a more detailed description of the main components is given. 

5.1 Schedule and applications 

As traditional schedulers, our implementation supports the basic scheduling of applications 

taking into account a pre-defined list of content.  

The owner of the display can add applications to the schedule using a provided UI 

graphically shown in Figure 8. Every time the scheduler is launched, an initial schedule is 

created with all regular applications added by the owner and applications are displayed 

sequentially one after another.  

The schedule was modeled using a single array of applications and in each point in time, 

the first application of the array is the next application to be displayed while the last one is the 

current application resumed. 

 

Each application is composed of a unique serialized ID and an editable list of parameters: 

url, duration, priority and type (background or regular). These parameters are prompted when 

adding a new application using the user interface and can be updated at any time. 

Since the implemented scheduler is web-based and applications are running in tabs, 

managing applications will be equivalent to managing browser tabs. Therefore, creating an 

application means creating a new tab with the URL of the application, switching applications is 

Figure 8 – Available UI to manage applications 
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the same as switching tabs and removing an application from the system means 

removing/closing an opened tab.  

5.2 Scheduler 

The scheduler is the most complex and important component of the system. It is 

responsible for managing the state change of applications and dealing with basic scheduling 

tasks: decide which application to display next based on the list of applications, filter 

showMe() requests according to the priority of applications, respond properly to 

releaseMe() requests, etc.  

 

Priorities 

 

The developed extension has an internal policy to schedule applications based on their 

priorities. Each application has a priority value: higher values of priority means lower priority 

whereas smaller values of priority means higher priority. For instance, an application with 

priority value equals to 1 has a higher priority than an application with priority 2. During the 

explanation, we refer to high/low priorities instead of referring to the priority numeric value. 

An application that requested display time has always priority over the next scheduled 

applications, this means that even if all applications scheduled have priority higher than the one 

that requested the airtime, the last will be displayed before the others. The only decision the 

scheduler must take is whether the application that sent a showMe() request must be 

immediately displayed interrupting any current application or scheduled to be displayed later. 

If the running application has an equal or higher priority than the application that requested 

airtime, the last will be scheduled to be displayed next. Otherwise, if the running application has 

a lower priority than the app that called showMe(), then the current application will be paused 

and the higher priority level app will be immediately displayed. Figure 9, graphically represents 

the scheduler after and before a showMe() request in both presented situations (left side when 

the priority of the application that requested airtime is higher and the right side when the 

priority is equal or lower). The priority of applications are represented between square brackets 

before the name of the application and the current application running have a darker background 

(last application of the list). The first application of the list represents the next application to be 

displayed. 
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If more than one showMe() request with equal or lower priority is received, then the 

scheduler organizes applications according to their priorities (apps with higher priority will be 

displayed before apps with lower priorities). If applications have equal priority value, then the 

scheduler order the applications taking into account the arrival time of the request (requests 

received first will be on top of later received requests). 

It is important to note that paused applications don’t have priority over new applications 

that asked for airtime. If an application has an equal or lower priority than the current 

application and the next application to be displayed is a paused application then, the application 

that called showMe()will be displayed next instead of the paused one. This behavior can be 

graphically seen in Figure 10. 

 

When an application is running or is the next application scheduled to be displayed, the 

system ignores showMe() requests of that application. By doing this, we guarantee that an 

application cannot take over the public display. 

Despite the previous explained situations involving airtime requests by applications using 

showMe(), the scheduler also have an internal priority policy for applications that took longer 

Figure 9 - Schedule before and after receiving a showMe() request from an app with 

a higher (left) and equal (right) priority 

Figure 10 - Scheduler before and after receiving a showMe() request when the 

next application to be displayed is a paused application 
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than usual to confirm that they are loaded. During the loading process of an application, the 

scheduler waits for loaded() before to proceed and display the application. But, if the answer 

takes longer than a pre-defined amount of time, the scheduler will ignore the current application 

and start loading the next one. In the meanwhile, if the scheduler receives the message, it must 

decide when to give airtime to the application. Any delayed application will have priority over 

the next application scheduled but will not have priority over the resumed application excepts if 

the delayed application is a background app with higher priority than the current resumed app. 

In the last case, the scheduler will interrupt the current app and display the background 

application. 

 

Communication 

 

As previously said, the system relies on the exchange of messages with the applications to 

correctly perform its work. The creation of the bidirectional communication channel is 

performed by two scripts: the first one runs in the context of the extension while the second one 

is injected when a tab is created and executes in the context of a web page. This can be 

graphically visualized in Figure 7. 

The extension side communication script sends and receives messages from the 

communication script on the application side. Occasionally, the script receives messages that 

are not answers to any previous sent message but instead are requests of applications. 

The injected script receives messages from the extension, communicates the received 

message to the application and waits for the application to answer back. When the answer is 

received, the script sends it to the extension. Occasionally, the script receives request messages 

from the application, for instance, to relinquish airtime (releaseMe()) and send it to the 

scheduler. 

5.3 Applications management 

This small script is responsible for saving and retrieving application’s data from the local 

storage. Every time the extension is launched, the storage retrieves the stored information and 

every time the application is paused or a modification is made to the applications using the 

options page, this script runs to ensure the data is saved. 

To facilitate the management of applications, a simple user interface was implemented 

allowing the owner of the display to add, remove or update applications quickly. The options 

page is divided in two sections: the left side provides a double function while the right side 

displays a list of all scheduled applications with detailed information of all editable parameters. 

The left side provides the functionality of adding a new application (Fig. 8) or editing the 

selected application on the list if update selected app button is pressed (Fig. 11). 
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5.4 Skeleton application 

Both regular and background applications are developed using the same functions and 

attributes. Following it is possible to see a working example of a simple application that 

displays on the console log the name of the callback when executed. Some development details 

are accompanied by a short commentary. 

/* Simple application that prints the current state on console log*/ 

 

function onCreate(){ 

 

    console.log("onCreate"); 

} 

 

function onLoad(loaded){ 

 

    console.log("onLoad"); 

 

    /* when an application has fully loaded its resources, it must 

     call the function atribute ("loaded") to notify the scheduler */ 

    loaded(); 

} 

 

function onResume(){ 

     

    console.log("onResume"); 

} 

 

function onPauseRequest(){ 

 

    console.log("onPauseRequest"); 

Figure 11 - Update selected application interface 
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    /* onPauseRequest must always return a value corresponding to the 

extra time needed in seconds. 

    If no extra time is needed, the function must return 0 */ 

    return 0; 

} 

 

function onPause(){ 

 

    console.log("onPause"); 

} 

 

function onUnload(unloaded){ 

     

    console.log("onUnload"); 

 

    /* after the application has unloaded all unecessary resources,  

    it must call the function atribute ("unloaded") to notify the 

scheduler */ 

    unloaded(); 

} 

 

function onDestroy(destroyed){ 

 

    console.log("onDestroy"); 

 

    /* when the application is ready to be destroyed, for instance, 

after saving all important data  

    it must notify the scheduler calling the function's atribute 

("destroyed") */ 

    destroyed(); 

}



 

 

 

Chapter 6 

Evaluation 

After finishing the development, the system was evaluated in two different dimensions. 

The first one allowed us to evaluate the stability and reliability of the system and also the 

expected behavior of the system and applications on specific situations. The second one allowed 

us to evaluate the runtime lifecycle model to create public display applications, from the point 

of view of independent programmers. A detailed description of each of the tests is given in the 

next sections. 

6.1 System evaluation 

To evaluate our system, we developed three applications (one regular app and two 

background apps) that were set to run in a computer with our extension installed. Each 

application was developed to test the scheduler behavior on specific scenarios and observe if the 

scheduler’s actions was the same as the expected behavior.  

Next is a brief description of each application developed, explaining what they allowed to 

evaluate, the description of the test environment setup and the final observed results. 

  

Applications 

 

The first application was the “Random Youtube Video”
21

, an application that displays a 

random full screen video from a list of Youtube videos defined by the owner of the display 

using a provided UI. This application reflects very well one of the problems of interactive 

                                                      
21 The application is available online at http://ecra.pt/youtube.index.html 

http://ecra.pt/youtube.index.html
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applications whose execution time is unknown beforehand. In this case, the videos will all have 

different durations probably shorter or longer than the application’s pre-defined airtime.  

Therefore, the application takes full advantage of onPauseRequest() and 

releaseMe() callbacks to enhance passerby experience giving extra time to videos with 

longer durations than the airtime and releasing shorter videos from the screen if the duration is 

shorter than the pre-defined.  

The second application was the “Calendar Alerts”
 22

 a simple background application that 

displays an alert for events defined in a public Google Calendar. Before a pre-defined amount of 

time (the default value is 15 minutes) the application displays an alert with the start time, the 

title and the description of the upcoming event. All events must have a start time and a title but 

the description is optional. This application was useful to test the priority structure of the 

scheduler. We defined a high priority value (one) so the application could display the alert as 

soon as the default time before an event was reached, interrupting any current application. 

The third application developed was the “Video on Demand”
 23

 which allows any user 

to display a video on the public display by reading a QR Code. The main purpose of this 

application is to allow any user to quickly provide and spread a Youtube video in two simple 

steps: insert the video URL in a simple UI
24

 and print the generated QR Code. The created page 

with the QR Code also contains the video title and description providing a ready to be print 

template with all basic information.  

This application differs from the upper apps because it needs a direct user interaction to 

be activated. It was also helpful to test the priority structure and it is recommended to define a 

high priority value to ensure that the scheduler will grant airtime to the application almost 

immediately as the user interaction. 

 Apart from the developed applications, two legacy apps (standard public display 

applications that were not implemented according to our runtime lifecycle) were used on the 

evaluation: the “Oporto Weather”
 25

  shows animated live weather information for the city of 

Porto and the “RSS News” displays news from a given RSS feed. 

  

The main intent of using this applications was to demonstrate that our system supports 

legacy applications. It is not expected that these applications will manage their resources 

according to our lifecycle mode, for instance, if the “Oporto Weather” application is interrupted 

by a more urgent application, it is not expected that the application pauses the animation freeing 

some resources. 

 

                                                      
22 The application is available at http://ecra.pt/calendar?id=”calendarID” (calendarID should be changed to the 

correct value) 
23 The applications is available at http://ecra.pt/ondemandvideoplay/index-publicdisplay.html  
24 Application’s UI is available at http://ecra.pt/ondemandvideoplay/index-desktop.html  
25 The application is available at http://ecra.pt/weather/weather.html 

http://ecra.pt/calendar?id=
http://ecra.pt/ondemandvideoplay/index-publicdisplay.html
http://ecra.pt/ondemandvideoplay/index-desktop.html
http://ecra.pt/weather/weather.html
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Evaluation setup 

 

 

To perform the evaluation, the system was installed on a Mac Mini running Mac OS on the 

researcher’s laboratory of CITAR at the Porto Centre of the Portuguese Catholic University 

(Fig. 12). We scheduled all the developed applications plus the two legacy apps with different 

durations and priorities. The defined values for each application can be seen in Table 5. 

 

Table 5 - Application's parameters during the evaluation 

Applications Name Duration (seconds) Priority 

Youtube video list 30 3 

Calendar 20 1 

Video on demand 30 2 

Weather 20 3 

News 30 4 

  

We defined a list of videos for the Youtube video list application, created events on the 

public Google Calendar connected to the calendar app and allowed users to interact with the 

Video on demand application to run any Youtube video on the display. During the evaluation 

period, some application’s parameters, for instance, the duration, were changed to observe if the 

scheduler reacted properly. 

Figure 12 - Evaluation setup installed on the researcher's laboratory 
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Results and discussion 

 

During the experience time, all applications behaved as expected. The calendar app was 

able to interrupt any current application to display its content, since we defined it with the 

highest value of priority. Users were able to interact with the Video on demand application 

easily to play any Youtube video on the display. The application was also able to interrupt any 

resumed application with a lower priority value to display the prompted video by the user. 

Regarding the regular application that displays a random Youtube video, it was possible to 

observe that independently of the selected video duration, the scheduler was able to display it 

until the end, with no interruptions, except if any higher priority application asked for airtime. 

In that case, the application behavior was also successful in resuming the paused video exactly 

where it was stopped by the urgent application. 

Changing application’s parameters like the priority or the duration affected the applications 

as expected. We noticed that the application’s managing interface has the core features 

implemented (add, remove and update applications) and working correctly but some secondary 

features could be improved, for instance, reloading an application’s tab if the URL is updated 

instead of creating a new one. 

We noticed a problem that we think to be related with Flash-based applications. At the end 

of the second day, the scheduler started to display only one (“RSS News”) of the three regular 

applications scheduled. As far as we could investigate the error, we believe it was related to the 

Flash objects used in our applications: the “Random Youtube Video” application loads a flash 

Player to display the videos and the “Oporto Weather” application uses Flash to create the 

animations. This problem could possibly be averted by unloading and reloading the flash object. 

Figure 13 - Evaluation setup running "Oporto Weather" application (on the left) and 

"Random Youtube Video" application (on the right) during the evaluation period 
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For instance, the “Random Youtube Video” could unload the player during onUnload() 

callback and reload it during the onLoad() callback. 

The results of the evaluation were positive, but we identified some possible improvements. 

For instance, imagine an application that allows two users to play a match of Pong
26

 until one of 

them scores 3 goals. Our scheduler will be capable of displaying the application but it will be 

incapable of dealing with the application unload correctly. Our scheduler allows applications to 

request a determined amount of extra time before they are unloaded, but in this particular case it 

is impossible to predict the necessary time to allow users to finish the game. To overcome this 

situations, the scheduler could be capable of giving extra time until a particular message was 

received. In the state example of the Pong game, it could be sent when the last goal is scored.  

We notice that if an application is almost ending its airtime (for instance, only two seconds 

left) and is interrupted, the scheduler will resume it after the interrupted application is over for 

only two seconds and immediately switch to the next one. In this case, due to the fast 

transitions, the viewer’s experience is affected and they are led to think that an error occurred. 

In order not to disturb user’s interaction with the display, the scheduler could avoid this 

situations ignoring the paused application and starting the next one or waiting for the 

application to finish before starting the app that request airtime. 

When switching applications on a normal situation (no interruptions from higher priority 

apps), the scheduler does the unloading process of the current application and the loading 

process of the next one, exchanging a lot of messages with those apps. That period of time, 

during the exchange of messages, goes unnoticed in most of the applications but, for instance, it 

is visible in the “Random Youtube Video” application. The application was developed to ensure 

that the video is fully reproduced, which means that the unloading of the current application, 

simultaneous with the loading process of the next application, is only done when the video is 

over. To avert the noticeable transitions, similar applications should be able to display useful 

content (until they are unloaded) even if the video is over. For instance, when a Youtube video 

is over, it will remain on the last frame showing a list of video suggestions. 

The context of applications is more and more important on displays not only to engage 

passerby but also to keep users interested. For instance, imagine that a public display in the 

middle of the street is using our system and is currently displaying a video that somehow is 

interrupted by any other higher priority app. While displaying the new application, other apps 

request airtime being scheduled before the paused application (because the priority is equal to 

the current application but higher than the paused app). After all the apps are displayed, the 

scheduler will resume the video application on the same state before the interruption, which 

means that the video will restart somewhere in the middle of it. Probably, the context of the 

video will no longer make sense because people around the display may be different or simply 

forgot it because of the other applications showed meanwhile. 

                                                      
26 The aim of Pong is to defeat the opponent in a simulated table tennis game featuring two paddles and a ball. 
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These situations could be avoided by unloading applications that are paused for longer 

periods. That decision can be done by either the system by detecting applications that are 

paused for quite some time and unload them or the application itself if the developer predicted 

and developed solutions for this kind of scenarios. With the current available data, it is 

impossible for us to state which of the solutions (or both) is more appropriate without 

conducting further studies.  

Regarding effective ways of managing internal processes, showMe() could have a time 

parameter enabling applications to ask for the exact amount of airtime if known in advance 

allowing the scheduler, for instance, to skip onPauseRequest() callback allocating the 

saved processing to other tasks.  

To apply available resources in the most effective way, the destruction of applications 

could be based on the amount or resources (memory, CPU processing, etc.) that an application 

is consuming. When in a low memory scenario, the scheduler would start destroying 

applications that are requiring many resources. This approach could also take into account the 

last application to be displayed. This could guarantee that the removed application will be one 

of the last applications to be displayed that is consuming a lot of resources avoiding, for 

instance, removing the next application in line trying to honor the initial sequence of 

applications. 

 

6.2 Programmers evaluation 

We also conducted a programming session with independent programmers, to determine if 

the programming model was understandable and complete, as well as to identify limitations and 

possible improvements. We asked a total of 5 programmers with, at least, basic knowledge on 

JavaScript to develop a simple application or adapt an existing one using our framework and 

test it on our scheduler. 

One day before the session, we sent documentation about our model to programmers 

(Appendix A) with the following information: a brief introduction about the context and 

motivation of this work, an image of the proposed runtime lifecycle for public display 

applications with an explanation of each state and callback, a template of an application that 

displays on the screen the name of the callback when invoked and finally the description of the 

task we proposed them to do. Sending this information before the test helped us saving some 

time on the session day, since the participants already have some notions about the subject, 

ideas about the application they will develop and specific questions to ask. 

On the session day, we started by clarifying the doubts of the participants trying to 

understand if the core of the problem and presented solution was understood. We gave further 

explanations if needed so the participants could fully understand the developed work. 
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After this theoretical explanation, we demonstrated our extension working with four 

applications scheduled: “Random Youtube Video”, “Video on Demand”, “Oporto Weather” and 

the simple application provided in the documentation that displays the name of the callback in 

the screen when called. We let participants interact with the system using the “Video on 

Demand” application and, after the demonstration, a period of time was used to hear and discuss 

application’s ideas. We gave the participants the freedom to choose the application to develop, 

but we tried to give suggestions in order to take the most of the lifecycle. 

After the discussion, we let the participants develop the application registering the most 

relevant doubts (discussed on the next section) and at the end of the session, we asked the 

programmer’s opinions. To facilitate the discussion, we had a set probe questions such as: 

“How difficult was to understand the model of our applications?”, “Did you understand some of 

its specifications like, onPauseRequest() or showMe() ? Did you find them useful? ”, 

“The proposed lifecycle was enough to control applications so they behaved exactly as 

wanted?” and “Would you add or remove any callback or state? Why?”. 

 

Results and discussion 

 

All programmers have successfully created or adapted a small application using our 

framework. The following were developed during the session: an application that displays the 

posters of movies in theaters using Rotten Tomatoes
27

 API highlighting the posters one by one 

during the airtime; an application that displays a random image during a pre-defined airtime 

from a given array of images and times; an application partially developed using Adobe Edge
28

 

that displays a random joke every time its displayed; a background application that displays a 

customized messaged by the user when triggered and a countdown from a random number to 

zero. 

We observed that all the participants had some initial difficulties to understand the 

proposed lifecycle and all its specifications, asking clarifications about where a particular 

operation should be done. Some developers tried to use onUnload() to remove their 

application from the screen, while others were unsure on how to use releaseMe(). We 

quickly conclude that the given documentation and example was insufficient to completely 

understand the lifecycle. At the end, all participants have stated that a more complete 

documentation would have turned the learning curve faster. 

Apart from a more detailed documentation, all the programmers have stated that a more 

complete example template would be helpful too. Providing working examples of regular and 

background applications would be a great help to easily understand how to take advantage of 

some specific functions such as releaseMe(). 

                                                      
27 http://www.rottentomatoes.com/ 
28 https://creative.adobe.com/products/animate 
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One developer has suggested to divide onResume() on two different callbacks: 

onDisplay() for the first time the application is put on the screen, and onResume() when 

the applications are resumed from paused. For this developer, this would make the code easier 

to read and would give programmers an easy way to determine if the application was being put 

on the display for the first time. The possibility of dividing onResume() in two different 

callbacks was discussed but, looking at the analyzed platforms, we observed that they were able 

to manage it with only one callback. At the time, we found no disadvantages in using only one 

callback, since the processes involved in resuming a paused application and launching it for the 

first time were similar so we decided to use only one callback for both operations. 

Another one stated that releaseMe() could also be called by an application when 

paused. This would allow applications to unload themselves if an error occurs while paused 

disabling the ability to continue displaying content when resumed. Currently dealing with errors 

can only be done when resumed so, if an error occurs while an application is paused, the 

scheduler will resume the application even if momentarily before the app calls releaseMe(). 

The given suggestion covers a really specific situation but it would undoubtedly be a good 

improvement, allowing an even more complete control over the applications. 

At the end, after overcoming the initial difficulties to completely understand the lifecycle, 

all programmers have stated that it was easy to create an application, and the programmer that 

adapted an existing application has rated it as “very easy”. 

6.3 Conclusions 

The results of both evaluations were positive and demonstrated that our approach is 

feasible. We successfully created a scheduler for public display applications capable of 

managing the available resources more efficiently and supporting richer applications that can be 

easily created by programmers. 

We are aware of the limitations of our system and application model but we believe that 

with some improvements it could be used by display owners to schedule and display 

applications easily on their screens, by developers to create new and interactive web-based 

applications for the displays and by users to interact with the available apps.  

The available application manager for owners, to manage all their applications, could be 

modified turning it more intuitive, organized and user-friendly, so owners could execute all 

managing operations without any trouble. Some internal scheduler variables, for instance, the 

number of maximum tabs allowed could also be modifiable using the UI. 

For developers, more documentation and examples could be available facilitating the 

development of more complex and innovative applications. The creation of a dedicated 

webpage with a discussion forum could encourage the development of applications for our 

model and allow users to discuss ideas and solve problems. 
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The system has demonstrated to be reliable but a more extensive evaluation must be done 

with other applications and covering specific cases, for instance, when the scheduler has only 

one regular application scheduled, to ensure that no bugs are found. 

 





 

  

Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Future Work 

7.1 Goals Achievement 

Looking back at the design goals presented in the introduction, we successfully developed 

a prototype capable of running richer and flexible applications for public displays, as well as 

manage the available resources more effectively. The last is increasingly important since, public 

displays tends to have an increasing number of applications running concurrently. 

Our solution promotes a richer control over the application’s lifecycle allowing developers 

and the system to balance resources on each stage avoiding to waste them unnecessarily.  

One of our design goals was to allow applications to load all their resources before the 

scheduler calls it to the foreground. This, improves the overall user’s experience avoiding 

loading screens, allows the loading time to be used for the previous application scheduled and 

enables applications to immediately start displaying useful content when prompted. Our system 

guarantees that an application is only pushed to the foreground when totally loaded since the 

system has to wait for the applications to reply when ready. For instance, if an application needs 

to get information (e.g. videos or images) from a server to properly display its content, the 

system must be notified when the web request has succeed and the data is available. If an error 

occurs, the message is not sent and the system will make the necessary operations to call the 

next app.  

The capability of applications to request extra time before leaving the screen was another 

of our goals. This feature has a lot to offer since many interactive applications don’t have a pre-

defined running time, increasing the value of such functionality. For instance, let’s imagine an 

application that simulate a jukebox that plays only one song every time the app is in the 

foreground. When the application is displaying, users can select one of the available songs to 
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reproduce. Since none of the songs have the same duration, it is impossible to determine the 

beforehand time that the application needs.  

In traditional displays, schedulers would interrupt the content as soon as the given pre-

defined duration runs out and start playing the next one. Our display allows applications to 

negotiate time with the scheduler, so the current content is not interrupted. This function is 

particularly visible on any application using videos. Despite the fact that applications have a 

previous defined airtime, it is visible that even if the videos are longer than the pre-defined 

airtime, they will not be interrupted and are able to finish without interruptions. Although, the 

videos can be interrupted if a higher priority application requests airtime. In this situation, the 

scheduler will immediately pause the current application and resume it after the higher priority 

app is over.  

Providing the necessary tools for applications to request airtime or leave the screen, was 

also one of our design goals. We notice that current systems didn’t allow applications to request 

airtime by themselves or give up from being the foreground application if something is wrong 

and the content can’t be displayed anymore.  

Enabling airtime requests allowed to create applications that are running silently on the 

background (without consuming many resources) and popup only from time to time to execute 

its content (e.g Video on Demand application). Enabling applications to relinquish from the 

screen allowed applications to leave the screen if the content has a smaller duration than the pre-

defined amount of time given and also allowed the system to move on if the application crashes 

leading to a black screen. When an application fails, it can notify the system that it can no 

longer proceed, which will immediately replace the unavailable content for another one. The 

implementation of this features happened side by side with the implementation of management 

policies to ensure that no applications will misbehave and take over the display. For instance, if 

the application that is running requests airtime, instead of being scheduled to display again next, 

the request is simply ignored. 

Enabling applications to execute proper closing routines was another of our design goals. 

What currently occurs in most public displays is that the content is completely unloaded as soon 

as it leaves the screen. When the current application is interrupted only for a few seconds, that 

approach isn’t the most efficient. In these situations, our system gives the application the 

opportunity to stop any processes for a while instead of unloading them totally making it easier 

to quickly resume if necessary. Otherwise, if the application has terminated to execute its 

content the system will execute the necessary routines to unload it. 

Again, this functionality is more visible in our interactive applications using videos. If any 

of our video applications is interrupted by a more urgent application, the system will stop the 

video and resume it when the application that took over the display is over, instead of unloading 

the video totally and reloading it, which consumes more processing resources and time. 

All the proposed goals were implemented successfully contributing to the creation of a 

complete framework for web-based public displays that promotes a better and efficient use of 
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the available resources. Applications were divided in various states allowing to spread the code 

into specific functions which allows a better control of what happens in each moment of the 

lifecycle of an application. 

7.2 Future Work 

Public displays can become important information centers gathering information 

distributed from all over the Internet. Instead of navigating through many webpages, a user will 

be able to view and access all that information in a single display using, for instance, a 

smartphone. In addition to access content, users will also be able to actively contribute to the 

creation of content, increasing its value. For instance, during a conference, a public screen may 

be displaying pictures from the previous days but, at the same, time allowing participants to 

send pictures of what is happening at the moment.  

Allowing users to interact in-real time with public displays, using any available mean 

broadens the possibilities of collaborative and sharing applications, connecting people around 

the display. Recent local or worldwide news could be discussed in real-time on a public square 

encouraging all people around to participate. In a more specific context, we can imagine 

meeting rooms of companies with such tools to promote active meetings with an easy way to 

share content. 

These type of scenarios are great examples of the importance of developing more fine-

grained public display managers, capable of dealing with a lot of concurrent processes and 

requests efficient and flawlessly.  

One of the biggest challenges to be faced to develop public displays capable of supporting 

this scenarios will be the capacity of dealing with the specific stakeholder’s triangle (owners, 

users and developers) of this kind of device. For instance, it is not easy to find a fair balance 

between the desire of owners to still have some control over what is displayed on the screen and 

give users the freedom to interact with the display. If owner’s content overlaps many users’ 

requests, they lose interest on using the display. On the other hand, if too much priority is given 

to the users, owner’s content is constantly put in the background and can be neglected. 

Apart from promoting the development of new scheduling policies, opening public 

displays raises challenges in other fields as: content moderation for shared user content in real-

time, create secure trusted mechanism to enable users to connect to the display, etc. 
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Appendix A 

Runtime Lifecycle for Public Display 

Applications – Basic Information 

Introduction 

Public display systems are becoming increasingly complex. They are moving from 
passive closed systems to open interactive systems that are able to accommodate applications 
from several independent sources. This shift needs to be accompanied by more flexible and 
powerful application management.  

What currently occurs in most public displays is that the displayed content is based on 
a pre-defined timetable where each content is given a certain amount of time. This traditional 
approach still fulfill current public display needs, because most present applications are not 
interactive and it’s possible to know in advance the time they need to properly execute. 
However, this approach will become obsolete as the public displays move to the more complex 
envisioned scenario. 

We have developed a complete framework as a Chrome Extension supporting a 
runtime lifecycle model for interactive public display applications that addresses several 
shortcomings of current display systems and will support some requirements of the new 
generation of displays.  
 

Runtime lifecycle 
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States 
 

Created Loaded Resumed Paused Destroyed 

The application 

is in memory 

and shouldn’t be 

consuming too 

much resources 

because it will 

stay on this state 

waiting to be 

called to the 

foreground. 

When an 

application 

reach this states, 

it means that the 

application is 

fully loaded and 

ready to be 

displayed. 

Application is 

the foreground 

application and 

should display 

its content. 

The application 

is paused either 

because it was 

interrupted or 

the airtime was 

over and the 

scheduler 

switched 

applications. 

In this state, the 

applications is 

removed from 

the memory 

therefore the 

application isn’t 

consuming any 

resources. 

 

 
 
 
Callbacks (Note that all callbacks are called right before the state 
change) 
 
 
 

onCreate onLoad onResume onPauseRequest 

This represents the 

application’s entry 

point method and is 

called only once 

while the application 

is in memory. 

At the onLoad() 

stage, applications 

should perform all 

necessary loading 

routines to ensure the 

application is ready 

to be displayed. The 

system expects 

application to reply 

with “loaded()”. 

This callback is 

called immediately 

before the 

application is put 

visible on the 

display. This callback 

can be used to 

perform very fast 

initialization routines 

such as starting 

animations. 

This callback signals 

the application that it 

should finish and its 

called a few seconds 

before calling 

onPause(). 
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onPause onUnload onDestroy showMe releaseMe 

In this stage the 

application is 

either not visible 

or only partially 

visible. Can be 

used to pause 

animations, 

sounds and 

other 

unnecessary 

operations. 

Called right 

before an 

application is 

unloaded. , it 

should release 

all processing 

resources and 

clean navigation 

data as well as 

state 

information. 

Signals the 

application that 

it is being 

removed from 

memory. 

Applications 

can signal the 

system that they 

want display 

time by calling 

the showMe() 

method. 

Applications 

can signal the 

system that they 

cannot display 

any more 

content calling 

releaseMe(). 

 

Application template 
 

The provided application is composed of a simple HTML structure with six boxes. 

Every time the scheduler invokes a callback, the name of the callback is displayed on the 

corresponding box. 
 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<!--  

Executes each lifecycle function  

--> 

<html> 

 

<head> 

<title>Display Lifecycle on Screen</title> 

</head> 

 

<body> 

    <!-- scripts --> 

    <script src="app.js"></script> 

 

    <h1> Lifecycle callbacks </h1> 

    <input type="text" id="onCreateText"> 

    <input type="text" id="onLoadText"> 

    <input type="text" id="onResumeText"> 

    <input type="text" id="onPauseRequestText"> 

    <input type="text" id="onPauseText"> 

    <input type="text" id="onUnloadText"> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

 
var url = document.URL; 

var appStopped = 0; 

 

//lifecycle functions 

function onCreate(){ 
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    var time = timeStamp(); 

    console.log(time + " | LIFECYCLE | onCreate of " + url + " is 

running..."); 

 

    document.getElementById("onCreateText").value='onCreate'; 

} 

 

function onLoad(loaded){ 

    console.log("LIFECYCLE | onLoad of " + url + " is running..."); 

    document.getElementById("onLoadText").value='onLoad'; 

     

    setTimeout(function(){ 

        loaded(); 

    },2000); 

} 

 

function onResume(){ 

     

    if(appStopped === 1){ 

        document.getElementById("onPauseText").value=''; 

    } 

     

    console.log("LIFECYCLE | onResume of " + url + " is 

running..."); 

    document.getElementById("onResumeText").value='onResume'; 

} 

 

function onPauseRequest(){ 

    console.log("LIFECYCLE | onPauseRequest of " + url + " is 

running..."); 

 

    

document.getElementById("onPauseRequestText").value='onPauseRequ

est'; 

return 0; 

} 

 

function onPause(){ 

    console.log("LIFECYCLE | onPause of " + url + " is 

running..."); 

    document.getElementById("onPauseText").value='onPause';  

 

    appStopped = 1; 

} 

 

function onUnload(unloaded){ 

    console.log("LIFECYCLE | onUnload of " + url + " is 

running..."); 

    document.getElementById("onUnloadText").value='onUnload'; 

     

    //clear all variables 

    setTimeout(function(){ 

        document.getElementById("onLoadText").value=''; 

        document.getElementById("onResumeText").value=''; 

        document.getElementById("onPauseRequestText").value=''; 

        document.getElementById("onPauseText").value=''; 

        document.getElementById("onUnloadText").value=''; 
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        appStopped = 0; 

 

        unloaded(); 

    },2000); 

} 

 

function onDestroy(destroyReady){ 

    console.log("LIFECYCLE | onDestroy of " + url + " is 

running..."); 

    destroyReady(); 

} 

 
Task 
 

 Taking into account the specifications of the lifecycle and the template of an 

application, create your own public display application and test it in the scheduler 
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